
2013 Stakeholder Recommendations on Citizens Property Insurance 

 
Citizens Rates for New Policies 

Office of Insurance Regulation Reestablish Citizens rating plan based on the Top 20 private 
writers and transitionally adjust the rate cap. 

 
 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Adopt an objective rate standard for Citizens such as the rates 
charged by Louisiana Citizens which must be at least 10% 
higher than the rates charged by the top 10 writers in the state. 
This rate standard would apply to new applicants only and 
would change the glide path restriction. It would change the 
target rate where the glide path would ultimately result. 

Associated Industries of Florida Citizens’ rates should be returned to its previous standard of 
being higher than the Top 20 carriers writing coverage. 

 
R Street Institute 

Maintain the current 10 percent “glide path” on rates for 
existing policies, but require all new policies entering Citizens 
to be charged actuarially-sound rates. 

 
American Consumer Institute 

Citizens should not be allowed to take on new policyholders, 
except at prices that reflect full risk that includes recovery of 
its current costs, as well as additional costs for reinsurance 
and any opportunity costs. 

Creating a Clearinghouse for Citizens 
 
 
Office of Insurance Regulation 

Implement a clearinghouse to further decrease the number of 
policies entering Citizens and assist consumers in finding 
homeowners insurance and to better enforce the current law 
requiring policies with an offer of coverage within 15% of 
Citizens rates to be ineligible for Citizens’ coverage. 

 
 
 
 
 
Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Create a Consumer Choice Clearinghouse to ensure that only 
those policies that are statutorily eligible for coverage with 
Citizens are being written by Citizens, and that all Citizens 
applicants have access to every possible insurance option 
before choosing Citizens. The clearinghouse would confirm 
submitted risks against a set of underwriting and exposure 
criteria provided by participating private carriers, prepare a 
rate indication and basic underwriting acceptability for private 
carrier(s) and Citizens, and send results back to the producing 
agent in a comparative format that includes coverage and 
pricing. Make necessary statutory provisions to allow 
Citizens’ to adequately shop the market to keep out policies 
prior to issuing coverage. 

 
 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Require Citizens to implement a “clearinghouse” for new and 
renewal business that would provide consumers with 
additional choices for insurance coverage at rates lower than 
those charged by Citizens and permit Citizens to better 
enforce the current statutory eligibility rule.  

 
Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Supports the “Clearinghouse” approved by CPIC Board to 
keep policies which belong in the private market from coming 
in the “front door”. Renewal policies would also go through 
the clearinghouse. 

 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Improve the Florida Market Assistance Plan’s database and 
systems to help Citizens’ applicants and policyholders find 
coverage with private insurers. 
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Changes to the 15% Eligibility Rule 
Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Either eliminate the current 15% statutory eligibility rule or 
increase the eligibility rule to an amount higher than 15%. 

 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Change Citizens eligibility requirements to disqualify new or 
renewal business from coverage if there is an offer from an 
insurer whose premium is not greater than 25% of comparable 
Citizens coverage. 

 
R Street Institute 

Restoring Citizens’ original eligibility requirements, which 
required potential Citizens customers to demonstrate they 
were completely unable to find coverage in the private 
market. 

Limiting Opt-Outs 
 
 
 
Office of Insurance Regulation 

Permit various programs encouraging Citizens to share risk 
with the private industry (language to this effect was 
previously enacted, but repealed before it took effect). In 
order to be successful, consumer opt-outs would need to be 
kept to a minimum, so these types of arrangements would 
need to be reserved for companies meeting stringent financial 
requirements. 

Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Provide that policyholders cannot opt out of takeout offers 
and must re-apply for coverage before returning to Citizens. 

 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Modify or eliminate the ability of agents to reject an approved 
take out offer, and modify or eliminate so-called “consumer 
choice” for approved depopulation initiatives. 

Agents w/ Policies in Citizens 
Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Require agents to certify annually they represent at least one 
other carrier that is actively writing business in Florida. 

 
 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Require that agents maintain documentation demonstrating 
that the agent searched for alternative coverage annually. 
Require agents to annually certify that they represent at least 
one other carrier that is actively writing homeowners business 
in Florida. 

 
 
Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Require agents to annually certify that they represent at least 
one other carrier that is actively writing homeowner’s 
business in Florida. 
Agents should be required to maintain documentation 
demonstrating that the agent searched for alternative coverage 
annually. 

Removing Multiline Discounts for Citizens 
Security First Insurance Co. Prohibit carriers from using policies with Citizens to grant 

multi-policy discounts. 
Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Prohibit carriers from using Citizens policies to grant multi-
policy discounts. 

Limiting Citizens Coverage in Coastal Building Zones 
Office of Insurance  
Regulation 

Prohibit Citizens from writing in the Coastal Building Zone 
for new construction not meeting a “Code+” Standard. 

 
R Street Institute 

Consider the prohibition of Citizens from writing policies that 
cover new construction along beachfront properties and in 
federally-designated Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CBRA) 
areas. 
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Mitigation Programs 
 
Office of Insurance  
Regulation 

Modify current rating rules to align mitigation credits to a 
company’s modeling results and make the approval of 
mitigation a function of an expert committee, such as the 
Florida Commission on Hurricane Loss Methodology. 

 
Insurance Consumer Advocate 

Money from Citizens’ surplus should be spent for mitigation 
of Citizens’ insured homes, particularly those in the Coastal 
Account. 

Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Transfer mitigation from OIR to Emergency Management. 
Leverage Citizen’s surplus to harden pre-FBC homes. 

 
R Street Institute 

For all programs for which the state promotes mitigation, it 
should focus on helping people of modest means with means-
tested grants, loans and federal tax credits. 

Citizens Renewals 
 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Automatic renewal of Citizens’ policies should be limited to 2 
years. Citizens’ policyholders should required to submit a new 
application every third year. 

Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Limit automatic renewals to 2 years. Require new applications 
for those insured by Citizens for over three years. Renewal 
policies would go through the clearinghouse. 

Citizens Glide Path 
Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Either eliminate the restriction of the current statutory 10% 
glide-path or accelerate the glide-path to a rate faster than 
10%. 

R Street Institute Implement an accelerated glide path, whereby the current 10 
percent glide path rate cap can be increased over time. 

Florida Chamber of Commerce Consider balanced, incremental adjustments to the current 
glide path. 
Citizens Coverage Limits 

Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Implement a statutory eligibility limit for commercial 
residential structures. 

 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Restrict schedule A values for Citizens’ policies to $400,000.  
Stop Writing New Wind-Only Policies on July 1, 2013, and 
begin to non-renew all existing wind-only policies beginning 
Jan 1, 2014. 

Associated Industries of Florida Implement over time further reductions to Citizens’ eligibility 
first down to $750,000 and then to $500,000. 

Florida Chamber of Commerce Examine the efficacy of limiting coverage to structures below 
$500,000. 

Residual Markets 
 
Office of Insurance Regulation 

Separate the Coastal Account to better enable Citizens to 
focus on being a true residual market. Develop a refined 
mission for the remaining residual market entity. 
 

Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Consider statewide sinkhole facility. 

Depopulation of Citizens by Mutual Insurers 
 
Trade Winds Mutual 

Create new options for Citizens’ depopulation, specifically 
including creating a process for mutual insurers to enter the 
property insurance marketplace through a New Mutual Insurer 
Incentive Program. 
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Reinsurance 

 
Office of Insurance Regulation 

Reinsurance Pool with voluntary participation by insurers 
which would provide opportunity for reinsurers to participate 
each year in covering a “pool” of wind exposure. 

Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Allow Citizens to pass through the cost of Florida Hurricane 
Catastrophe Coverage and private reinsurance outside of the 
10% glide-path. 

 
 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Require Citizens to impose a surcharge on Citizens 
policyholders, with the proceeds to be applied exclusively to 
risk transfer protection. Amend Section 627.062(5) F.S. to 
allow an insurer to recoup reinsurance costs that duplicate 
unfunded coverage provided by the Cat Fund 

 
 
 
 
R Street Institute 

Require Citizens to implement a risk protection surcharge – 
e.g., 5% of premiums -- to ensure it can protect its 
policyholders and not inflict assessments on non-Citizens 
policyholders. Permit private insurers to recover in rates the 
cost to purchase private reinsurance in lieu of Cat Fund 
coverage for levels for which the Cat Fund’s managers 
estimate are unlikely to be fully funded within the time frame 
the insurer would need liquidity to pay its underlying claims 
to policyholders. 

 
Florida Chamber of Commerce 

Implement a taxpayer protection surcharge (non-Citizens 
exempted) to facilitate Citizens’ risk transfer, with the 
proceeds being exempted from ancillary charges such as 
overhead, S G&A, and consulting. 

 
American Consumer Institute 

Like any financially sound insurer, Citizens should have cash 
and real risk transfer on hand to protect taxpayers and 
ratepayers for its losses. 

Rates/Premium Adjustments 
 
 
Office of Insurance Regulation 

Institute a rate band for private carriers with multiple options 
available. Allow possibilities for tailoring of policies and 
negotiation of price (consent to rate). Companies currently 
have the ability to consent to rate, but it could be modified to 
allow for more flexibility. Promote consumer ability to select 
deductibles and coverage’s appropriate for their risk. 

Citizens Property Insurance 
Corporation 

Include in rates a risk load factor that appropriately accounts 
for Citizens’ role as a residual market insurer. 

 
 
 
 
Security First Insurance Co. 

Expand the ability of admitted markets to compete with non-
admitted markets for citizens’ business by modifying consent 
to rate provisions. Permit citizens’ board of governors to 
waive a portion of premium in cases of demonstrated financial 
need to eliminate the concern that actuarially sound rates 
might be unaffordable for many of Citizens’ policyholders. 
This would target the Citizens’ policyholders who actually 
need rate relief, rather giving blanket discounts to Citizens, 
without regard to need. 

 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Move the responsibility for the establishment of Citizens rates 
from the office of Insurance Regulation to Citizens’ Board of 
Governors. 
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CAT Fund 
 
 
 
 
Florida Association for 
Insurance Reform 

Lower the retention level by a minimum of $2 billion tied 
(from $7.389 billion to $5.389 billion or less) to a program 
that rewards increased private carrier surplus. This will 
significantly lower private carrier reinsurance costs and make 
domestic private carriers more competitive with Citizens.  
Align FHCF Coverage with private market Reinsurance 
Coverage to reduce private reinsurance costs, clarify FHCF 
obligation to pay 100% of its statutory limit, and require a 
single bonding estimate in January of each year rather than the 
two estimates required under current law. 

 
 
 
 
Associated Industries of Florida 

Lower the mandatory layer of the Cat Fund from its current 
statutory obligation of $17 billion to $12 billion over a period 
of five years ($1 billion each year). 
Over a three-year period, increase the participating insurer co-
pay by reducing the maximum available coverage percentage 
from the current 90% down to 75%.  
Increase insurer retention to $8 billion which is where it 
would have been had it not been reset in 2004 and 2005. 
Encourage the Cat Fund to transfer some of its risk outside the 
state of Florida.  

 
R Street Institute 

The Cat Fund must be right-sized through legislation to 
gradually reduce the size of the Cat Fund to a level at which it 
could realistically pay its claims. 

Florida Chamber of Commerce Right-size the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund. 
 
 
 


